


• Imperialism- conquest or 
domination of one country by 
another

• The Romans conquered the 
entire Italian Peninsula by 
256 BCE, including 
Etruscan and Greek areas

• Many Greeks made slaves, 
who often became tutors to 
wealthy children, exposing 
Romans to Greek culture

• CULTURAL DIFFUSION!!!
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• Soon expanded into island of 
Sicily, coming into contact 
with the Carthaginians, 
Phoenicians who had 
established colonies in North 
Africa, Southern Iberia 
(Spain), and Sicily 

• 264-146 BCE Romans fought 
Carthage in the Punic Wars

• First War: Rome conquered 
Sicily and other nearby 
islands



• Second War: Carthaginian 
general Hannibal marched 
War Elephants across two 
mountain ranges, the 
Pyrenees and the Alps, 
successfully surprise 
attacking Italy

• Before he could attack Rome, 
the Romans attacked 
Carthage, and he left to 
defend his homeland, 
ultimately losing the war





• Third War: Romans 
decided to destroy 
Carthage, killing and  
enslaving the population, 
and pouring salt on the 
earth so nothing could 
ever grow again

• By 133 BCE, controlled 
all of Spain (Iberian 
Peninsula) securing 
Roman control in the 
Western Mediterranean





“The Carthaginians fought for their own preservation and 
the sovereignty (free authority) of Africa, the Romans 

[fought] for supremacy and world domination.”
— a Greek witness to the fall of Carthage



• The Hellenistic Kingdoms 
constantly fought each other

• Small Greek states allied with 
Rome for protection against 
the larger kingdoms, and 
Rome eventually “annexed” 
Macedonia and Greece into 
the Empire, just to be safe…

• As they grew stronger, they 
also conquered Asia Minor 
and Syria from the Seleucids







• Rome adopted even more Greek culture, such as art, 
architecture, and religious beliefs

• Many elite Romans were Philhellenes: Lovers of 
Greek Culture





• Romanization: 
Especially in the West, 
such as in Spain and 
Gaul, Romans introduced 
Roman culture to 
conquered peoples, who 
came to see themselves 
as Romans, and built 
cities in the Roman style, 
and became “civilized”

• Romanization helped the 
Romans control their 
growing territory





• Conquest opened trade 
and increased wealth in 
Rome (for the wealthy), 
also brought in slaves

• Wealthy landowners had 
slaves work their large 
farms called Latifundia

• Urbanization: Poor 
farmers who were former 
soldiers could not 
compete, sold their farms 
and moved to cities, urban 
poor increasingly angry



Hello students! So these next few 
slides I did not include in your notes, 

since you will get a worksheet 
tomorrow in class about it, but I would 

encourage you to skim over it, as it 
provides context of Roman society 

falling apart, which leads to the rise of 
Julius Caesar, which is where your 

notes pick up…



Social Effects of Imperialism
• 133 BCE: Two Tribunes, Tiberius and Gaius 

Gracchus, called for reforms like free land and 
free food for the poor

• Senators felt threatened, called for street mobs to 
attack and kill the Gracchus brothers and 
supporters



Changes in the Military
• As army continued imperialism, more soldiers 

needed, but only men with property could serve
• 107 BCE: General/Consul Marius changed the rules 

and allowed the poor into the army
• Soldiers became loyal to their general rather than to 

Rome itself, giving generals more power 
• Soldiers might declare a popular and victorious 

general to be the Imperator, an honorific title meaning 
Commander that would later be used by Roman 
Emperors (source of the English word)



Civil War Erupts
• 88 BCE: General named Sulla 

became Consul, chosen by Senate 
to lead the army to fight the 
Parthians in Asia Minor, but Marius 
and his men tried to prevent him 
from taking charge of military

• Sulla marched on Rome with his 
legions, leading to a Civil War

• Sulla became dictator and killed
supporters of Marius, drove Marius
into exile



Civil War 
Erupts
• While Sulla was away fighting in Asia Minor, 

Marius returned with his troops and he marched 
on Rome, killed the supporters of Sulla, and drove 
Sulla into exile

• This instability weakened the power of the 
Republic and created conditions for a strong 
leader to take control

• That would be…





Alright! Now we are back to the notes 
you need to fill in! Make sure you read 
carefully all the slides and not just look 

for the words to fill the blanks. I am 
expecting you to know this stuff and will 

be quizzing you again on Friday.



Lets learn what happens to Caesar…

…SPOILER ALERT!























RANDOM STORY: The 
columns were supposed 
to be taller, but the ship 
carrying the ones they 
ordered literally sank, and 
since they had 
construction deadlines, 
they had to use shorter 
columns, which is why the 
roof doesn’t quite line up!










































































































